Yamaha xj600 seca ii specs

The Yamaha XJ Diversion is a Vauxhall Astra diesel amongst motorcyclesâ€¦ with all the
worthiness and dreariness that implies. Designed from the outset to be soft, cheap, versatile,
simple and novice-friendly, the curiously-named Yamaha XJ Diversion is pleasant, predictable
and a useful hack. However, as time has gone on and bikes have been put to the test over
countless miles, the 'Divvy', as the Diversion became known, proved a reliable and capable
workhorse. There's a thriving online community for the Diversion so once you've read this
review and our vast suite of owners' reviews, why not head to somewhere like the Yamaha
Diversion Owners' Club on Facebook. Again, the Yamaha XJ Diversion is adequate and
novice-friendly rather than in any way inspiring or exciting. But as versatile, first-big-bike-type
transport, the Divvy delivers the necessaries. The suspension is rather basic and the brakes a
little soft, but it steers sweetly and the ride is good for two. The Yamaha XJ Diversion is softer
than a marshmallow in a swimming pool. Purpose-designed aircooled four is mechanically
bullet and idiot proof and pretty much the same to use. But the Yamaha XJ Diversion purrs
around without a glitch quite happily and lasts forever. Looks a bit like an old classic Honda
engine, tooâ€¦. The Yamaha XJ Diversion was built to endure rather than impress. So steel
proliferates over alloy, chunkiness over finery and straightforward, simple mechanicals over
high tech. It works, too. Not much goes wrong with the Yamaha XJ Diversion and mileages the
wrong side of 50, are fairly common. Our extensive Yamaha XJ owners' reviews show loads of
extremely satisfied owners, some having covered hundreds of thousands of miles on their
bikes. In truth, not much comes close. No other four is as purpose-built for novices as the
Yamaha XJ Diversion and they were cheap new, and are even better value second hand. The
biggest thing against it are its looks and comprehensive lack of excitement. In that respect, a
decent Bandit does everything the Yamaha XJ Diversion does, but with added thrills, for the
same money. The mirrors mirror, the instruments inform, the switchgear has everything in the
right placeâ€¦ just like a Vauxhall Astra diesel, in factâ€¦. New carburettor. New fairing with
indicators mounted on the sides. New headlamp. Choke now mounted on left handlebar.
Redesigned bar end weights. Reshaped side panels. Now with hazard warning light switch. New
seat. New 41mm from 38mm front forks. Read what they have to say and what they like and
dislike about the bike below. If you buy a XJ and expect it to be a R6 you will be very
disappointed, but it's a very underestimated little bike, I have had mine from new and the only
thing that has gone wrong is a leak from the oil cooler, was a bit pricey to replace as you can
only get an OEM part, funny how there is a pattern part for the XJ at half the price but other than
that you just service it and ride it, it's cheap and simple to service it yourself, there is no
computers or fuel injection so you don't need any special tools, so if you want a great simple
bike you can cut your teeth on I can recommend this one, I would be very reluctant to sell mine.
The ride quality if fine I have done non stop on her and I have been fine, the brakes are fine, I
have the double disc model, you notice that there is a lot of fine here and in the over comments,
but that the type of bike it is, it's fine, does everything you ask of it as long as you don't expect
too much but she will always get you home. I don't ride mine in the worst of the winter so she
has held up well, never broken down and even when the oil cooler sprang a small leak while on
holiday on her, I just had to buy a 1 ltr can of oil to keep her topped up and kept on riding. I has
just standard clocks, no gear indicator or fuel gauge, but fit the best tyres that you can afford
and she will handle well. Basic but fantastic, I bought mine after 3 years without any motorbike.
It seemed a little daunting to jump straight back in on a but it was gentle enough while I found
my ryhthm again. I took my bike for a week long touring trip a couple of years ago fully loaded
with tools I never needed to use, I can happily sit all day long on the bike with no discomfort.
The back brake is particularly good and I generally do most of my braking on the rear anyway.
The front brake is perfectly capable but they did upgrade to twin front disks on later models for
further improvement. I find the suspension to be a happy medium, not soft enough to be
bouncing around on rough surfaces but soft enough to keep wrists and back happy. They are
notoriously rattly engines but don't let that fool you into thinking something is wrong. As
engines go it's as simple as they come for a straight 4 and the fact that it gets so little stress in
it's set up means as long as it's maintained it will run forever. There's a lot of mention of it being
boring in the official MCN review by comparison to the higher strung competition, but I find the
mid range of the engine to be great fun, plenty of usable power. There's a lot of satisfaction in
giving the engine a good work out on twisty roads while still being perfectly capable on
motorways and effortless in town. One of very few bikes I've had that I could take out on a big
trip with only simple tools and puncture repair kits and still have complete faith that it won't let
me down. Exposed engine means oil and filters can be done by anyone with a socket set so
very easy. If you're hands on with other maintenance, brakes, tyres and drive train are simple
jobs keeping costs down and nothing high tech keeping parts cost down. The stock headlight is
a big pitfall, it is about as useful as a candle but there are plenty of more effective solutions to

lighting your path. In it's stock form the bike is as stripped back as they come, you get a
speedo, a tacho, neutral and oil pressure light. If you want lots of tech with your bike this isn't
the one. Mine has the addition of heated grips, dashboard clock and 12v charger. Besides that I
generally don't want much else on a bike. No nonsense transport easy to keep on the road
,benign power delivery, soft suspension gives comfort ride, leisurely braking wont scare you
either. I like this bike but then I am Ride has a soggy feel and brakes likewise, but I am getting
on a bit now so I prefer the comfort. Wont ever scare you ,good spread of power, has a rough
patch mid range but smoothes out nicely around 60 ish. Basic to the point of primitive
almost,means though it is user friendly when it comes to repairs and routine maintenance. I do
my own spannering so simplicity is a plus point. Above is cost of oil and filter, other
consumables as required. There isnt any equipment,a fuel gauge would have been welcome.
Brakes are good now with twin discs upfront,boring trouble ,comfortable router or commuter.
Very reliable,easy to work on,cheap to maintain,nothing really goes wrong. Secondhand bikes
can be picked up very cheap,cheap basic good bike. Buying experience: Bought privately
bargain of the century. Rock-solid, reliable, easy-to-maintain and so cheap to run. If you can
find a well kept one, don't hesitate to buy. Fantastic as a commuter, just goes and goes. Not the
most punchy engine, but with enough power for everyday use. Fantastic fuel and tank range. I
can see why so many people love this bike. Quite comfy and brakes have just enough bite to
make you feel secure. Hard as nails. Center stand was the first to corrode, easy welding fixed
that. Watch for oil cooler problems, though this can be easily taken off. Just upgrade oil and
keep going All low costs and easy enough for any novice to do majority themselves. I like the
adjustable handlebars, from cruiser ish to racer ish. Wish my mph Thunderace had height
adjustable handlebars to suit my riding mood! Although not as flash looking as superbikes non
motorcycling friends say it looks good. The boys however, say things like "Yawn, it's an Astra
diesel" to make out they spend all their days off leading the pack in motogp races. But who
came up with the myth that jap bikes are cheap. Buying experience: Bought from a nice chap.
The shock is a bit saggy these days, so looking to replace soon with a Fazer one. But other than
that it does what you ask of it. Breaks are ok, they stop you when you need but nothing to write
home about. Its bulletproof engine, and really picks up in 4th after 50mph, about 5k revs. But for
pootaling back and forth to work and back its just fine. Motorway speeds are capable and the XJ
does alright in this respect. These bikes are so easy to work on its untrue! These bikes are very
basic, but this is a plus for me, as I work on the bike myself so its easier to work on No
overcomplicated electrics Currently running Conti Go's and there just fine. Stick a Givi
Monorack or wingrack and box and our ready to tour. I despatched these bikes in London and
then went touring france with wife and camping kit onboard and they cruised nicely at 90mph
when ever and how long l wanted. Excellent bike bike learner. More than enough power and hey,
who needs power bands when this delivers the power smoothly right across the gears. Its
enough to get you well over the ton and that should be enough for anyone on UK roads. I have
the twin front disc brake which works a dream. Rear is a bit spongly but does the job. Seat is
cmfortable for plus miles but most bikes, no matter what seat they have will demand a brak
around this mileage nyway so its no better or worse than other similar bikes. Pretty much bullet
proof if you do the regular servicing. It offers no scares for new riders as the power is delivered
smoothly right across the gears. This suits me as I like to know that I wont hit a spot where the
power kicks in and gets me into trouble! But it does have enough guts left for that little bit extra
if you need it. I do sometimes find myself looking for an extra gear when cruising but thats my
only criticism. In truth nothing much goes wrong with these unless misused, abused or trashd
which is not what they were made for in the first place. Keeps well as long as you dont leave it
wet after a run. Never broken down. Only parts replaced are the usual, tyres, chain etc. Use
Bridgestone BT 45 Battleax tyres which seem to suit it well enough. Had a scare on the Dunlop
tyre it came with so changed those out after much research to the BT Buying experience:
Bought from a dealer used with one previous owner from new. Perfect bike to go on long
distance on vacation, just went to Nordkap from Rotterdam in and the way back, absolutely
perfect. Brakes are very good changed the original lines for braided alternatives which are
much better now they react very fast and strong. Suspension is ok, changed with oil that is a
little bit more dense. For travelling this is very comfortable with the girlfriend and fully loaded
GiVi 35 x 2 bags. Bullet proof, and I changed the original exahust with a much better 4 in 1 for
better pushing at low revs. I have changed the battery to a modern gel one and sealed all front
connectors to be rainproof just in case. I adjusted the GiVi frame with two strong carbon fibre
plates to the XJ standard attachments frame bolt solving the problem to find some equipment,
added a higher front windshield, this is still available on the market, and changed the original
blinker with four mini indicators. Buying experience: I bought from a dealer and it was a quite
good price, I am the second owner. The bike is a jack of all trades. I mainly used this as a winter

hack. Engine is bullet proof. The bike does lose out one sex appeal and excitement. If you going
do a lot of miles and or riding in all weathers, it will get you there. The bike is a work horse. It
turn of a dime but don't expect to flying round twist and turns at speed. The soft suspension
soaks up the pot holes and the seat has plenty of comfort. You wont find a power band on this
bike, but a steady increase. Low to maintain and a simple build. If you looking to do your own
tinkering its a good engine to start with. Engine is bullet proof and electrical problems are rare
mostly solved by cleaning the electrical contacts. A issue I have had twice is the rear
suspension weld has broken twice very scary a rear shock cover is a must. It's a budget bike
and you won't find many things to rave bout. In terms of quality, it should probably have 4 or
even 5 out of 5 stars, but the fact that its about as exciting as a watching paint dry it only gets 3
from me. Soft, so comfortable. Would like it a bit more firm to make it more fun in the twisties.
Extremely un-exciting to ride. Brakes bite well enough, at least on the ones with double discs up
front. Very mellow. Needs to be kept at 5k rpm before you really have any power, the real fun
starts at around rpm. Lacking bottom end power. Do an oil change before every season and it'll
last forever. Usually manage around ,5 liters of fuel for a km. The only service ever really
necessary is a annual oil change and filter every other year. Not really sure, the bikes are
getting old now so don't think there is as much equipment to get for them anymore. Never really
looked for upgrades though. Buying experience: Bought from private seller and got a mint
condition for reasonable price. My first bike and overall happy with it, but it has to be said I'm
ready to move on to something more exciting after just one season on this. Can't really
compare to other big bikes as it;s the first one I've ridden having converted from s. Wasn't really
as big a step up as I'd imagined which was a pleasant surprise, and it's nice to have that bit of
extra power, even if it's not a crotch rocket; being able to accelerate to 70 without having to
have a good tailwind and a steep downhill slope whilst the little engine bounces off its rev
limiter is a refreshing change. I should imagine it would get boring after a few months but still,
it's fun for now I hate it on dual carriageways and motorways, it just doesn't have the pull
needed and is wobbly as he'll. The engines deliver very little power considering you can pick up
a cc with nearly double the power for the same price but they are truly bulletproof. The
suspension is the worst I have ever experienced but that was easily sorted by swapping them
with some advice from I had a Divvy for about a year and covered around 6k miles. This bike is
a great commuter, reliable, robustly built, and has a good level of weather protection. It is, as
others have said, a little boring, but boring can be good sometimes. The only trouble I had with
the bike was when I left the park lights on by mistake and even then I could bump start it
without problem. It is worth noting that it you turn the ignition key past the steering lock that it
leaves the back parking light on I have owned many many bikes, and when choosing a bike, you
have to ask "what do i want it for". This i brought for a runaround, i wanted something around
the cc mark, good for going to work on and somthing the the theiving scum wont want to nic
thats why i did not go for a crosser I have done the whole sports bike, and just cant trust
myself, so there a no go. So the XJ came up, good value for money, as said, its a no thrills bike,
but it does what it was designed for and it does it well. Saying that i am not disapointed with it,
as i knew what i was buying. Astra diesel sums it up well! Riding position is good, handling in
traffic is nice and light. I've spent 18 months and 12k miles through 2 winters on mine and it's
hardly missed a beat. Riding out 'for fun' I'd like a little more excitement but that isn't really why
I bought it so can't complain. Vibration and other niggles are minor and I don't really notice
now. Im very surprised with my XJ now thats saying something because my last bike was a
GSXR and yes i was a bloody maniac on it. I like the riding position and the smooth motor
above 50 mph but the Exhausts are cack to say the least, that will be quid for a new dont like the
i just hope her indoors dont ask me the real price! Being a 55 year old my views may be
strange? The xjn? I have to say I aggree a lot with "skellyjelly". As a general use Motorcycle the
little divvy is a cracker. It is a simple no nonsence bike designed for basic all round riding and it
does its job perfectly. It is so light and easy to ride and reasonably comfey, quick too when
required. Each time it seems when I pull up at the lights next to R1's etc stretch and groan and
in these days of speed traps and of course idiot car drivers keeping your speed down a bit ain't
a bad idea!! If you tinker with home maintaince an ablsolute doddle. Who are these non-owning
noobs who write this shite for MCN? These are the guys who parted with their hard-earned and
who use it like you bought it. Check Warren Pole doing his best as a TV presenter on some
obscure TV channel to see how they view motorcycle journalism. Be who you are, and ignore
the power rangers. I bought a divvy in October as my first big bike good in all weather it hasn't
let me down. I recommend it for fist big bike but cont compare it to anything else as its my first
big bike. To ride. Since then I have been riding a 25 year old KH which is about half the weight
and a fraction of the power so was a bit concerned about riding the Divi the 80 miles home from
Cambridge but was pleasently surprised to find it is one of the easiest bikes to ride that I have

riden and I am talking about the big bikes the riding school uses. Mine seems to pull top gear
well from about 45 and just felt right from the off. Very comfy on the hour and a half trip home
and handles better than I can. Highly recommended as a first big bike or comfy tourer with a bit
of grunt. You have to rev the tits off it to get anywhere quickly though. The suspension is a bit
soggy. The long wheel base both makes the bike stable, and not quite as nimble in the corners.
As a first bike I think this is a great buy, and wouldn't let you down. It would would also be good
for city commuting. Bought mine last month, nine years old in great condition from local
Yamaha dealer ,. Just about cured the vibration at rpm or the symptoms of But I did'nt buy it for
that! It is good for beginners and won't steer them wrong, but they will quickly be wanting more
out of a bike. I bought mine after passing DAS. Bought it cheap and spent virtually nothing
running it. If you want a cheap run around that you can sit comfortably on all day then this bike
is perfect. Strengths: Cheap to buy, cheap to insure, cheap to run, comfortable soft suspension.
WIll cruise at 80 all day. Weaknesses: Not the prettiest of bikes. Lacks some power for
experienced riders. Exhaust is prone to rust and wheel bearings are known to fail. In the end
this one came up a the right price so had to be it, 30, on the clock, new tyres, chain and sprocks
and a nice new MOT it couldn't be bettered although my boss was a little taken aback that I'd
got a Yamaha instead of Honda. Great bike though, pulls like a train, more than enough power
for the riding I do where I consider 80mph to be plenty fast enough, I love riding it, mind of the
boss man offered to swop me a new CBF for it I'd be tempted. Strengths: Adequate power, good
fuel consumption 60mpg plus comfortable for me 6'4" and carries me and my nine year old with
ease, easy servicing, just a good solid workhorse with the oomph to get me past the Sunday
drivers. Weaknesses: Isn't a Honda and getting spares takes too long 2 weeks for a genuine
speedo cable, got pattern in the end. Choke seems to do nothing but starts okay anyway and
annoying vibration at 50mph but the at least the encourages me to crack on just a little faster. I
have looked everywhere and weeks for my first bike. But something was not right with the
Bandit,.. I am 6ft2 and rugby player, so I needed a bike who was going to be just the right size,
economical, solid and easy to look after. The XJ had more all of the right attributes and much
more! The seat and suspensions are comfortable, the handling is newbie friendly, the service is
cheap and the parts very easy to find. Please remember one thing, this is not a superbike! There
is no electronic and pretty fairing. Just a good basic solid bike ideal for everyday commuting..
Do you really need to reach mph? Strengths: Good on fuel, enough power, easy to look after,
solid engine good value for money. Weaknesses: Not commum as Bandit I had only riden a bike
5 times and that was doing my cbt and test before riding it, and what a joy it was. For a
complete novice it is a very user friendly bike. Also it is a very nippy bike that is able to get you
out of trouble if required. Strengths: Usability for novices, and it lightness make it a great starter
bike. The nippiness of the thing as well, make it a good starter bike. I bought a N the one with
out the fairing in as a way back to two wheels after 1 long time on four wheels. I have found the
bike to be reliable, quick enough for getting used to two wheels again and plus a reasonable
handling bike. The prices for these bikes are ridiculously low when you compare them to any of
its logical competitors, it may not have the custome parts catalogue of the Bandit nor the
assumed reliability of the CBs but it does not suffer in most minds for this. Strengths: Reliable,
robust, easy to work on and I only just about know which end of a socket is which.
Weaknesses: Image is its only weakness and possibly its low prices which work to make buyers
happy but seems to be the yard stick by which many measure it. A same year bandit would
probably cost near enough twice what I paid and I doubt would be any happier. Bought the bike
to commute on - sick of late, astinking trains. Did everything asked of it, and provided a fair bit
of fun. Easy to ride, easy to service, cheap to run, comfy. Strengths: Cheap, comfy, cheap, easy
to service, cheap, unintimidating for new riders, cheap. Weaknesses: Cheap a bit slow. This
bike does it all. Commutes in sun rain and snow. I have managed to keep up with Suziki Bandits
down lanes and on A roads. As long as you remeber its got basic suspension its fine.
Strengths: Reliable, cheap to service and maintain. Will sit at 80 all day and return 40 - 45 MPG.
Weaknesses: No fuel warning light! Soft suspension. Yamaha paint comes off of the wheels. If
you've got a limited Budget and do sky high milage, this could be the bike for you, If you can
put up with the lack of speed that is. In 50k only one break down and that was due to a corroded
connector. Not sure why people moan about the finish. Wash mine once a week and still looks
ok. Crashes well to boot. Chucked it down the road at 20mph, still rideable afterways. Could do
with another 20bhp and shaft drive but you can't have everything. Hold on a minute maybe you
can xj here we come :. Cheap, reliable transport. Used it to do 90 mile a day motorway commute.
Generally reliable- rear fuel pump, shocks and wheel bearings replaced under warranty.
Electrics are placed in a vulnerable position under the seat so the starter switch wire corrodes
over time. Dislikes - Rear brake collects dust and squeaks no matter how much it's cleaned.
Mirrors not much use at high speed due to vibration. Likes - perfect bike to learn real riding on

after doing my Direct Access. Nice sounding engine. Very reliable. The buzz at rpm makes the
mirrors vibrate badly enough to make them useless - pity that rpm equates to motorway
cruising speed An excellent bike for riding to work everyday whatever the weather. Handles
adverse weather very well, has so far felt very capable of handling most situations remaining
stable throughout. Extremely comfortable to ride for hours, although on out of town journey's
the wind buffeting can get a bit tiring. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 12
images. View bikes for sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Model history Yamaha
XJ Diversion launched. Equipment 4 out of 5 I has just standard clocks, no gear indicator or fuel
gauge, but fit the best tyres that you can afford and she will handle well. Engine 5 out of 5 They
are notoriously rattly engines but don't let that fool you into thinking something is wrong. Value
vs rivals 5 out of 5 Exposed engine means oil and filters can be done by anyone with a socket
set so very easy. Equipment 3 out of 5 The stock headlight is a big pitfall, it is about as useful as
a candle but there are plenty of more effective solutions to lighting your path. Engine 4 out of 5
Wont ever scare you ,good spread of power, has a rough patch mid range but smoothes out
nicely around 60 ish. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Above is cost of oil and filter, other consumables
as required. Equipment 3 out of 5 There isnt any equipment,a fuel gauge would have been
welcome. Engine 5 out of 5 miles plus easy achievable with regular oil changes, predictable
solid,easy to work on,cheap, simple. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Secondhand bikes can be picked
up very cheap,cheap basic good bike. Equipment 3 out of 5 Everything you need no more.
Engine 5 out of 5 Hard as nails. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 All low costs and easy enough for any
novice to do majority themselves. Equipment 3 out of 5 All the basics you need. Engine 5 out of
5. Equipment 4 out of 5 I like the adjustable handlebars. Engine 5 out of 5 Its bulletproof engine,
and really picks up in 4th after 50mph, about 5k revs. Equipment 5 out of 5 These bikes are very
basic, but this is a plus for me, as I work on the bike myself so its easier to work on No
overcomplicated electrics Currently running Conti Go's and there just fine. Engine 5 out of 5 lt
was a work horse and did what l asked of it without complaining. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5
always had the bike serviced at 5, miles due to my job equalling 12 times a year and the most
costly item was my battle axes. Equipment 4 out of 5 bridgestone battle axe, top box and a set
of crash bars were all that was needed for miles of fun and entertainment. Engine 5 out of 5
Pretty much bullet proof if you do the regular servicing. Engine 5 out of 5 Bullet proof, and I
changed the original exahust with a much better 4 in 1 for better pushing at low revs. Value vs
rivals 5 out of 5 I do all serviceing myself; oil change, etc etc. Equipment 2 out of 5 I adjusted
the GiVi frame with two strong carbon fibre plates to the XJ standard attachments frame bolt
solving the problem to find some equipment, added a higher front windshield, this is still
available on the market, and changed the original blinker with four mini indicators. Engine 5 out
of 5 You wont find a power band on this bike, but a steady increase. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5
put petrol and your good to go. Equipment 3 out of 5 It's a budget bike and you won't find many
things to rave bout. Engine 3 out of 5 Very mellow. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Usually manage
around ,5 liters of fuel for a km. Equipment 3 out of 5 Not really sure, the bikes are getting old
now so don't think there is as much equipment to get for them anymore. Value vs rivals 4 out of
5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5. Engine 3 out of 5.
Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5. Equipment 2 out of 5. Engine 2 out of 5. Value vs
rivals 2 out of 5. Equipment 1 out of 5. Yamaha XJ Diversion motorcycle review - Riding. Low
Summary of owners' reviews. But the requirements of both often seem to converge around
middleweights from the mids. With 61 horsepower on tap, the pound Seca is sufficient to
introduce novice riders to the heady joys of acceleration while keeping the
transportation-focused ones from becoming hood ornaments on the freeway. What the Seca
lacks in sheer excitement it makes up for in practicality, usually as a backup for your
hot-blooded sportbike or your elephantine tourer. One very large red flag is if the starter spins
without turning over the engine. Leaky valve-cover and clutch-cover gaskets are common but
easily fixed. The tubular-steel frame has a 38mm non-adjustable front fork, a single rear shock
with preload adjustment, a mm single disc brake and a mm rear. The seat is Mileage is typically
in the mpg range, depending on how you load the bike and how hard you flog it. The fairing
does a decent job of blunting the wind. Also inspect the fuel petcock for leaks. Faulty ones let
gas drain into the engine, leading to the aforementioned starter idler gear losing its teeth as it
strains against flooded cylinders. Check used examples for leaks, loose steering-head bearings
and crash damage. Shine a light in the tank and look for rust caused by water in the gas. A
learner bike worth keeping. Cons: All the flair of vanilla ice cream. Gets you there with little fuss,
and less excitement. Fuel capacity: 4. Seat Height: What is not to like. If it had FI it would be
nicer though. With gas being what it is these days. Especially one with four carbs. Drill out and
adjust air fuel 3 turns out. Undo top of carb and slip out diaphragm and piston. That long needle
comes out with a screw driver turn and do that over a clear surface and remember a part or two

can go running away down a drain hole. Anyway, pull the needle out and find some little
washers or shims and slide one over the needle and slide needle back in. That engine was
horribly lean because it had to meet EPA requirements for water cooled engines of same size
that could run much tighter tolerances. My Seca runs like a race horse now especially with two
extra teeth on rear sprocket. Wheelies away. I wish Yamaha still made one like it. I ditched what
was left of the fairing, and fitted fork gaiters and a Bonneville headlight. I highly recommend the
Seca II to anyone looking for a fun, easy to own bike! Hi getting a 98 division next week has
some blemesges and scatched in the fairings would really like a second opinion before i buy. If
the bike is going to sit for more than a month just put some Seafoam in the tank, run it into the
lines, turn off the fuel petcock and drain the float bowls. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U.
Rider Magazine. Riding Miles in 2 Days on a Year-Old Please enter your comment! Please enter
your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New? Jerry
Smith - February 19, Jerry Smith - February 17, Back in the late s, the motorcycle OEM bean
counters, especially those in Japan where the nation was entering what would prove to be a
prolonged and painful economic crisis, were well aware of the minor recession that would soon
be affecting most of the developed world. The FZR was a quasi-racer with a valve liquid-cooled
engine, sophisticated twin-spar perimeter frame and full fairing. Whereas the new Seca II used
an air-cooled 4-cylinder, 8-valve motor, a tubular-steel perimeter frame and a half fairing. Proof
of that point is that some owners of track day schools found the Seca II quite appealing, and
Yamaha was willing to cut quite a deal if anyone wanted to buy a half dozen of these bikes. The
in-line four was essentially a new engine, if based on old designs. Sporting a pair of overhead
camshafts and a compression ratio, some 45 horsepower at 8, rpm would be turning the rear
wheel. And 35 lb-ft of torque at 6, rpm. A quartet of 26mm Mikuni constant-velocity carburetors
fed the combustion chambers, and while ridden hard the consumption might drop to 40 mpg,
the average was more like 50 mpg. Which meant that the 4. Sensible types would look for a gas
station after the bike went on manual reserve. One extremely irritating factor was the
EPA-mandated overly lean carburetionâ€”it took a very long time for that engine to warm up.
Pull out the choke two clicks; push the elaectric leg, and the engine fired easily. And the rider
could pull away slowly if he used no major throttle. After a couple of miles, push the choke in
one click, things got better. But it took at least five miles before the engine warmed sufficiently
to behave itself. Aftermarket kits to solve this problem were soon on the market. To aid weight
distribution and to give the fuel mixture a straight shot from carbs to combustion chambers, the
cylinders were canted forward 35 degrees. The more exuberant might easily double that. The
rather sexy frame worked well, but the suspension components were on the cheap side. The
38mm front fork had no adjustments possible, and provided a reasonable 5. The rake was 25
degrees, with a trail of 3. The shock allowed 4. The bike, which itself had a curb weight of
pounds, had a rated carrying capacity of pounds. It was capable of carrying two people
comfortably, but anyone interested in going seriously fast was advised to limit the weight to
about pounds. Otherwise the suspension would get more than a bit mushy, with the fork
squishing and the shock bottoming. The brake on the front was a The ergonomics were good,
with the rider using a slight bend forward to the almost flat handlebar, and even six-foot-plus
riders could find the pegs, seat and bar grips spaced adequately. The fairing provided
reasonable coverage and looked quite racy. The engine, fully revealed, gave the bike a rather
classic appearance, from when engines were viewable. Anyone wanting more fairing could
order lowers from Yamaha, as well as a belly pan, centerstand and luggage rack. The list of
accessories was long, as much had been kept off in order to keep the price down. Americans
bought a reasonable number of this bargain bike, keeping it on the sales list for seven years.
The sportier version won out. It was dependable, comfortable and had adequate power to haul
my lbs around. I rode it all over the Southwest, doing one three-day mile trip from Phoenix,
through Monument Valley, up, over and through the southern half of Utah and back. I sold it a
short time later with 50k miles on it and, convinced I was ready for a full-blown sport touring rig,
bought a Kawi Concours. What an upgrade! Good times, indeed. I almost bought one of these
here in Rio de Janeiro. Clement, does your wife still have hers? All the best! I had one as my
first real street bike and loved it. A great bike that just works. Simple to work on and easy to
ride. Hi ,I read your comment on the XJ. I have 92 Seca II with 17k miles. In Md. Show ready. I
currently have a secaâ€¦. If anyone has any info on it please Holla at me. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U.
Southeast U. West U. Rider Magazine. Riding Miles in 2 Days on a Year-Old Inspiration from an
Old Gent Driving a Buick. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have
entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New? Clement Salvadori - February
19, Clement Salvadori - February 17, For years Yamaha has built bikes with shaft drive: nice, but

without impressive handling. Now the Seca eye-popper: This time Yamaha really got it right.
How good can a shaft-drive sporting motorcycle be? Judging by Yamaha's new XJ Seca, very
good indeed. You sporting purists might take one look at the drive shaft and immediately
dismiss the Seca from consideration. A big mistake: this Seca is a great sidearm for Captain
Canyon Courageous. The Yamaha has a sporty riding position, a strong, wide power spread,
responsive steering, abundant Ground Clearance and well-balanced suspension components.
Yet the basic motorcycle is flexible enough for wide-range, all-round duty, thanks to a tractable
engine and hassle-free suspension tunability. The resembles other Yamaha four-cylinder
machines; the engine configuration and cases are identical to the company's , Turbo, and
powerplants. As with the smaller XJs, Yamaha engineers have located the 's alternator and
starter behind the crankshaft. Consequently, the engine can be narrower than traditional
transverse-four designs, which hang the alternator on one end of the crank. The also uses many
drivetrain pieces and deep engine components common with the smaller XJs, a strategy further
reducing design, development and production costs. The shares most of its drivetrain pieces
with the Turbo , standard strengthened components upgraded for turbo use. As a result, the
turns rpm at 60 mph, about rpm slower than the smaller-displacement XJs. The 's transmission
shafts stagger in the vertical plane for shortened engine length, and its clutch is identical to the
Turbo's strengthened unit. Final drive ratios are also identical, even though a new final-drive
housing alters the big XJ's appearance. From the base gasket up, the is new. Yamaha's new
low-pressure casting technique for the cylinder block minimizes the number of air pockets and
improves quality control and heat transfer. The Seca's bore and stroke of The measures The
longer stroke puts crankcase space at a premium; the 's rod bolts go in upside down to
conserve crankshaft-to-case clearance. In the cylinder head a single roller chain drives the
double overhead camshafts. The combustion chambers have two valves each: 36mm intakes
and 30mm exhausts. Like the Turbo, the has four Mikuni constant-vacuum carburetors. These
35mm Mikunis work exceptionally well; cold-starting is instantaneous, the Seca runs willingly
when only half-warm, and once up to full operating temperatures the XJ meters fuel without a
hitch. A tiny, almost undetectable bit of CV lag shows itself at very small throttle openings.
Yamaha arranged the XJ's power-band ideally for a class bike. The Seca, though lacking the
lightning punch of an cc sport bike, feels much stronger mid-range than class machines.
Informal roll-on comparisons with a Honda Interceptor, an exceptionally torquey , revealed a
Yamaha superiority at low engine speeds. In mid-range roll-on contests, the bikes run dead
even, but when the Interceptor finally gets into the upper portion of its powerband, it leaves the
Seca behind. The 's drag-strip performance mirrors these findings. With a best run of Though
the buzzes a bit as the engine nears redline speeds, for the most part the Seca runs smoothly.
The five-speed gearbox matches well the Yamaha's broad power, and shift and clutch action are
good. More important, the Seca has precious little driveline lash, and the nearly
dead-nuts-perfect carburetion conceals most of that. The power train engineers did something
equally impressive with the old up-and-down torque-reaction bop-and-bob of shaft-drive
motorcycles: they got a perfect compromise. When designing shaft-equipped motorcycles,
manufacturers face a difficult choice: Either make the rear suspension stiff to control the
inherent shaft-induced rise and fall, or sacrifice rear-end control for comfort's sake. Most
engineering departments compromise, but where others have aimed and missed, Yamaha hit
dead-on. The all-new suspension components at both ends were designed specifically for the
The twin-shock rear suspension system features five-position spring preload adjusters and
way-adjustable rebound damping. True, Yamaha's off-road machines have long had multiple
damping settings, but the Seca's impressive range of damping adjustability raises the standard
for street bikes. Even a wide range of adjustability can offer useless suspension options if the
settings are grouped on the borders of the ideal window. With the Yamaha's shock springs set
on the softest preload position and the dampers turned to the soft side of the standard sixth
position, the XJ has a comfortable, responsive ride. Compared to the interstate-only touring
rigs, the Seca is a bit firm, but all our testers agreeâ€”the Seca is fine for day-long or even
week-long journeys. Up front, a crossover tube connects the two legs of the air-adjustable fork.
Yamaha recommends a range from zero to For fast sport riding we set the fork to maximum
pressure, jacked the shock springs to the fourth-highest setting, and turned the damping
adjuster three clicks stiffer than standard. This setup produces a stiff ride, but faultless
suspension action; the Seca never wallows, wobbles or pogos through fast sweeping corners
or bumpy, nasty hairpins. The stiff rear suspension settings control the shaft's torque reaction
well. The XJ's rear end kicks up mildly during slam-bang upshifts, and the bike never loses
significant Ground Clearance unless the rider slams the throttle shut halfway through a corner.
Since the Seca has such generous Ground Clearance, anyone who scrapes the undercarriage
would presumably be skilled enough to compensate for this mild drive-shaft handicap. The

Seca's pegs touch down before anything else grinds, and expert riders eventually touch the
centerstand and sidestand tangs on the left of the bike. The rear Bridgestone tire provides
plenty of traction; as you press the front toward the outer limits of traction, however, it squirms
and wanders a bit, diminishing cornering confidence. Like the new suspension components, the
Seca's steering geometry and wheelbase dimensions are unique to the ; at This increase, as
well as a wider front rim and tire, would make the big Seca steer more slowly were it not for
altered steering geometry. The has Consequently, the feels like a nimble rather than a big
one-liter. The weighs a modest pounds fully gassed, and in physical dimensions could easily
pass for a By seat-of-the-pants feel, the big XJ, with its fairly quick and light steering, falls
between the quick-responding Honda Interceptor and the slower-steering Kawasaki GPz The
Seca also rates highly in the brake department. Yamaha outfitted the XJ with three
new-generation disc brakes - ventilated rotors and dual-piston calipers. The rear brake has
progressive action with good feel; it's not overly sensitive. The front dual-disc setup is simply
excellent, ranking with the best street bike brakes available today. The brakes feel firm and
positive through the lever, provide strong and linear stopping power, yet require only modest
lever pressure. Though linked to the front brakes, the hydraulic anti-dive doesn't hurt brake
performance in the least. Wink-adjustable, this system lacks sufficient resistance for our testers
even on its full-resist position. More range, please. Get those rear suspension guys working on
anti-dive! All riders should applaud the Seca's excellent seating position. The places the pilot in
a light forward crouch; the flattish bars sweep backWard a bit, and the pegs sit directly beneath
the rider's torso, exactly where we think they should. This seating position works splendidly
under all conditions; the rider sits poised, ready for active riding, yet he is well-balanced against
the oncoming windblast. Our range of testers, from five-eight to six-one, judged the 's seating
position as nearly perfect as anyone is likely to build into a mass-produced motorcycle. Our
shortest testers would have liked the bars better moved back a touch; our tallest rider would
have preferred to move the bars forward just a pinch. In both cases, the riders were picking nits.
Incidentally, the two-way adjustable handlebars have very coarse adjusting splines that permit
only gross changes in bar position. Finer splines would expand the adjustment range, further
improving ergonomics. The small quarter-fairing deflects windblast well, completely protecting
the rider's torso. Shorter riders may find the windscreen ducting air at their chins and directing
some turbulence into their helmets. Our smaller staffers moved back on the seat or sat more
upright for temporary relief. Here's more reason for a finely adjustable bar. The holds a healthy
5. One mild-mannered freeway cruise netted Long-term, steady-state cruising reveals a light
buzz in the bars, becoming mildly irritating after a couple of hours. The mirrors, with very short
stalks, force the rider to work for a view rearward, and after a while, most people tire of seeing
their arms. Day-trippers will like the storage area found in the tail section, the digital clock, and
the best self-cancelling turn signals in the business. Most important is the go-forth-and-forget-it
shaft drive. And that's the heart of the matterâ€” the Seca 's real attraction is its
never-think-about-it nature. Plenty of high-performance sport bikes just glut the market;
shaft-equipped Specials, standards and touring rigs abound, too. But precious few shaft-drive
bikes earn genuine sport bike status. With the Yamaha XJ Seca, you get the sport and the shaft,
and will be delighted with both. Home Manufacturer Contact. Yamaha XJ R Seca. Make Model.
Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 2 valves per cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Cooling
System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Max Power. Max Torque. Wet, 5 springs. Final Drive.
Steel tubular. Front Suspension. Air assisted telescopic forks,. Rear Suspension. Twin strut gas
assisted, 5 spring preload and 12 damping adjustable,. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Single mm
disc. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Ground clearance. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Top
Speed. Bore x Stroke The bike has a small top fairing although a lower fairing is available as an
accessory. It is fitted with a cc, air-cooled 8-valve inline-four engine producing 61 hp 45 kW and
55 Nm 41 lb-ft. The engine from the original XJ model was tuned towards improved low- and
midrange power, sacrificing some peak power. The Diversion favours an upright riding position
more than most cc sport bikes, making it usable for commuting. It remained in production for
quite a long time, probably due to its low price, modest fuel consumption, longevity and
reliability. But Yamaha went one step better. Where its competition uses cc inline-Four or cc
parallel-Twin engines, the Seca boasts a cc inline-Four. That displacement advantage becomes
apparent the moment you thumb the starter button. At low rpm, its twin mufflers emit a throaty
growl that sounds like that of a literbike or a small sportcar. Our production test bike liked a lot
of choke in the morning, but once it was warm it ran fine: there was not a hint of carburetion
glitches. Power delivery is linear all the way to its rpm redline. The engine is a tad buzzy at low
and high rpm. That vibration mav have contributed to the one minor problem we had with our
Seca: The ignition switch came adrift. Buyers would do well to make sure the two bolts securing
it are light. Cruising is made comfortable by the riding position, roomy even for six-footers, with

a broad, softly padded seat and a wide tubular handlebar. The stylish half-fairing with slotted
windscreen deflects wind off the rider's torso, with little buffeting at helmet level. Footpegs are
low offering plenty of leg-room yet only slightly compromising cornering clearance. The Seca's
motor is rubber-isolated at two of its four mounting points, providing a compromise of vibration
control and rigidity. Exhaust headers crisscross to match the engine's firing order for optimal
gas-flow. Cam and crankcase covers are "streamlined" for better cooling. Suspension at both
ends is compliant, but the rear shock spring could be stiffer - even our lightest tester liked the
spring-preload cranked all the way up. Heavier riders or those who carry a
passengerâ€”something you'll be tempted to do with the Seca's expansive pass
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enger perch and padded grabrailsâ€”may desire a stiffer shock spring. Single disc brakes at
both ends offer plenty of stopping power, provided you give the span-adjustable front brake
lever a healthy tug. Still, its Superbike-style handlebar gives the rider lots of leverage, and at
pounds dry the Seca is easily flicked from side to side. Owners won't outgrow it in a year. It's
also arguably the best looking, combining modern bodywork with an elemental tubular chassis
and an attractive, exposed engine. Home Manufacturer Contact. Make Model. Four stroke, inline
4 cylinder, DOHC, 8 valve. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Cooling System. Air cooled. Wet
sump. Max Power. Max Torque. Wet, Multiple discs. Final Drive. Tubular cradle. Front
Suspension. Telescopic fork. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Rear Wheel Travel. Front
Brakes. Single disc. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Wet Weight.
Load Capacity full tank. Fuel Capacity. Consumption Average. Top Speed.

